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 S S S Special Issue: Postcolonial Technoscience

 ABSTRACT Public health in the United States and Western Europe has long been
 allied with national security and international commerce. During the 1990s, American
 virologists and public health experts capitalized on this historical association, arguing
 that 'emerging diseases' presented a threat to American political and economic
 interests. This paper investigates these arguments, which I call the 'emerging diseases
 worldview', and compares it to colonial-era ideologies of medicine and public health.
 Three points of comparison are emphasized: the mapping of space and relative
 importance of territoriality; the increasing emphasis on information and commodity
 exchange networks; and the transition from metaphors of conversion and a 'civilizing
 mission', to integration and international development. Although colonial and
 postcolonial ideologies of global health remain deeply intertwined, significant
 differences are becoming apparent.

 Keywords emerging diseases, exchange, information, networks, pharmaceuticals,
 public health

 Security, Disease, Commerce:

 Ideologies of Postcolonial Global Health

 Nicholas B. King

 In April 2000, the Clinton administration, citing domestic political pres-
 sure and awareness of an emergent international health threat, formally
 designated HIV/AIDS a threat to American national security. Earlier that
 year, a National Intelligence Council (NIC) estimate projected that the

 disease would reduce human life expectancy in Sub-Saharan Africa by as
 much as 30 years, and kill as much as a quarter of its population. The
 report painted a grim picture not only of the future of HIV/AIDS, but of

 infectious disease in general, a 'nontraditional threat' which it said would
 'complicate US and global security over the next 20 years ... endanger US
 citizens at home and abroad, threaten US armed forces deployed overseas,
 and exacerbate social and political instability in key countries and regions
 in which the United States has significant interests' [Noah & Fidas (2000):
 n.p.] . l

 Described at the time as unprecedented, the announcement in fact
 codified in language what had long been true in practice. Although often
 characterized as an humanitarian activity, modern public health as prac-
 tised in the United States and otherWestern industrialized nations has long
 been closely associated with the needs of national security and inter-
 national commerce. The NIC estimate was part of a decade-long campaign
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 capitalizing on this historic association. During the 1 990s, American

 scientists, public health officials and defence experts argued that 'emerging

 diseases' presented a threat to American national security, international

 development and global health. In doing so, they recapitulated the pre-

 vious century's dominant logics of international health policy. At the same

 time, they expressed American anxieties about living in a globalizing world,

 in which the assumptions and institutions of the Cold War era no longer

 seemed adequate to the task of ensuring the safety and interests of US

 citizens.

 By examining the American discourse on emerging diseases during the

 past decade, this paper traces one ideology of international health in the

 postcolonial era. My aim is twofold: first, to provide a taxonomy of the
 risks that Western public health experts identified, as well as their recom-

 mended interventions against those risks. Second, briefly to outline some

 of the continuities and discontinuities between this postcolonial vision of

 international health and colonial understandings of international health

 that preceded it and, in many respects, provided its intellectual and

 institutional foundations. For the purposes of this paper, I will use the term

 'postcolonial' to describe ways of seeing that emerged during an historical

 moment whose defining characteristics included (but were not limited to)

 the revolt against the formal colonial order that followed 19th- and 20th-

 century Euro-American expansion, the end of the Cold War, and the

 political-economic transformations associated with globalization.2

 Background: The Commerce/Security/Disease Nexus

 Public health, as conceived of and practised in the United States and

 Western Europe during the past five centuries, has primarily been a state

 activity, and as such has been closely connected to the protection of the
 state's interests. One of the key functions of public health has been to

 protect its citizens against threats perceived as having an external origin,

 particularly infectious diseases carried across national borders. Public
 health has thus been 'international', and closely allied with ideologies of
 national security and international commerce, since its earliest days.

 One of the oldest and most widespread public health strategies, the
 quarantining of people and goods suspected of harbouring infectious
 disease, originated in the Port of Venice during the plague epidemics of the
 14th century [Cipolla (1981); Markel (1997)]. For the next five centuries,
 quarantines and sanitary cordons (rings of soldiers around cities to guard
 against diseased fugitives) were widely used in Western European and some
 Asian nations. While these measures often came into direct conflict with
 local economic interests and free-market ideology more generally, during
 the 18th and 19th centuries mercantilism provided the impetus and, in
 many cases, the ideological underpinnings, for the creation and extension
 of public health practices in Western Europe.3

 This period also saw the expansion of states' interests in the health of
 populations beyond their immediate borders, and thus the birth of a broad
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 discourse of, and institutions devoted to, international health. During the

 mid-1 9th century, epidemics of cholera and plague in Turkey and Egypt
 led European states with commercial and colonial interests to push for the

 creation of an international board of sanitary and quarantine control. In
 1851, 12 European nations held the first of 14 International Sanitary
 Conferences, dedicated to standardizing quarantine regulations interna-
 tionally. These meetings, the last of which was held in 1938, established a
 template for international cooperation in matters of health. Over the next

 hundred years, a number of similar congresses and supra-national organi-
 zations were established to address international health, including the Pan-
 American Sanitary Bureau, founded in 1902 by the United States and

 several Latin American republics; the Red Cross, founded in 1863 to help
 wounded soldiers of any nation; and the Office International d'Hygiene
 Publique, headquartered in Paris and concerned with collecting and dis-

 seminating information on infectious diseases [Roemer (1994)].
 While multilateral and non-governmental organizations were still in

 their infancy, international health issues were most commonly addressed in
 the context of colonialism, where the practical and ideological needs of the
 colonizing power governed the ideology of public health. Initially, assuring
 the health of European soldiers, traders and settlers in hostile climates was
 the priority, and strategies of avoidance and separation the preferred
 methods. In time, the focus shifted to the health of indigenous populations,
 primarily as a means of ensuring the availability of a pool of productive

 labour. In either case, 'public health' served the interests of colonial
 powers, with improvements in local health (excepting male members of the

 labour force) a negligible and secondary side-effect [Arnold (1988a);
 Arnold (1993); Packard (1989)].

 Despite its general disregard for indigenous health and largely futile
 efforts in combating infectious disease, Western medicine and public health
 were integral parts of the ideology of empire.4 Europeans contrasted their
 own medicine and public health, symbolizing rationality and modernity,

 with putatively superstitious and primitive indigenous medical beliefs,
 which they denigrated and sought to eliminate as part of the larger
 'civilizing mission' of colonialism. The medical modernization of native
 populations, via export ofWestern medical theories and practices, was part

 of the 'ideology of colonial healing', that justified colonialism as an
 ultimately humanitarian endeavour [Comaroff & Comaroff (1992): 222].

 The United States followed a pattern similar to Western Europe.

 Initially, public health measures focused on preventing the importation of
 infectious disease into the country. Use of isolation and quarantine was
 widespread during the late 19th and early 20th centuries, a time of
 significant social and demographic change, urbanization, industrialization,
 revolutions in transportation, and immigration. As elsewhere, this measure
 often served as 'a medical rationale to isolate and stigmatize social groups
 reviled for other reasons', particularly immigrants and racial and ethnic
 minorities that personified frightening social change [Markel (1997): 4].
 Such was the case in 1900, when health authorities, fearing an epidemic of
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 bubonic plague, cordoned off the Chinatown district of San Francisco; and

 25 years later when, in the most famous instance of nativist anxieties

 determining public health policy, the Irish immigrant Mary Mallon -

 popularly known as 'Typhoid Mary' - was incarcerated for 25 years on a

 small island near NewYork City [Kraut (1994): 78-104; Leavitt (1996)].

 In the early 20th century, as American businesses sought new markets

 abroad and the country sought to establish military bases and control trade

 routes in the Caribbean and Western Pacific, there was increasing pressure

 for the United States to turn its attention to public health outside its

 borders. In the first two decades alone, the US Army launched efforts to

 protect its occupying forces from yellow fever in Cuba, from malaria,

 dysentery and dengue in the Philippines, and to bring malaria and yellow

 fever under control in the building of the Panama Canal [Fee (1994):

 239-40]. In 1942, US Surgeon General Thomas Parran created the

 Malaria Control in War Areas (MCWA) division of the Public Health

 Service to control the disease in army training areas in the Southern

 United States. During World War II, the MCWA expanded its pro-
 grammes, and its leaders convinced Parran to make it a permanent agency,

 the Communicable Disease Center - forerunner of the Centers for Disease

 Control and Prevention (CDC) [Etheridge (1992): 1-17]. Along with the

 US Army and the Rockefeller Foundation, the CDC would become the

 public health institution most responsible for protecting the health of

 American military and. commercial interests abroad.
 This admittedly brief overview of the history of public health demon-

 strates that there is significant precedent for both the ideological connec-

 tion between humanitarian concerns, national security, and economic

 gain, and the sedimentation of these connections into the institutions of
 state public health and international health. In the rest of this paper, I will

 argue that during the last decade of the 20th century this nexus of
 security, disease and commerce underwent significant changes. I will focus

 in particular on a set of documents produced by American scientists,
 national security experts, and public health officials that address the

 problem of 'emerging diseases'. Before making these comparisons, a
 review of these documents and the discourse that they represent is

 necessary.

 Emergence of a Worldview

 On 1 May 1989, the National Institutes of Health and Rockefeller Uni-
 versity co-sponsored a conference on 'emerging viruses', a term coined by
 its chair, virologist and immunologist Stephen S. Morse.5 Among the more
 than 200 participants were prominent scientists and public health experts,
 including Robert E. Shope, Alfred S. Evans, Frank Fenner and Donald
 Henderson. Morse and his colleague, Nobel prize-winning microbiologist
 Joshua Lederberg, convened the meeting in order to discuss their concerns
 about the appearance of new infectious organisms such as the HIV, Ebola,
 and hantaviruses, and the development of antimicrobial resistant strains of
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 familiar ones [Morse (1990); Morse (1991); Morse (1992); Lederberg
 (1988); Lederberg (1993)]. Over the course of the next decade, the
 anxieties expressed at this conference would be repeated widely by its
 attendees, eventually hardening into an orthodox set of predictions and
 recommendations that would later be picked up by a wider group that
 included other scientists, prominent journalists, local and national public
 health officials, and, eventually, national security experts.

 The emerging diseases worldview would quickly come to dominate
 American understandings of international health. I call this a 'worldview'

 because the consensus that has emerged during the last decade is, in every
 sense, a view of the world. It is tremendously flexible, allowing a wide
 variety of actors to adopt it, moulding small parts or emphasizing partic-
 ular elements and downplaying others to suit their own purposes. It
 furnishes them with a consistent, self-contained ontology of epidemic
 disease: its causes and consequences, its patterns and prospects, the
 constellation of risks that it presents, and the most appropriate methods of
 preventing and managing those risks. It comes equipped with a moral
 economy and historical narrative, explaining how and why we find our-
 selves in the situation that we do now, identifying villains and heroes,
 ascribing blame for failures and credit for triumphs. Finally, it is a
 universalizing template for understanding the interactions between hu-
 mans and the microbial world: the rules and assumptions that it lays out
 are presumed to be globally applicable.6

 Three years after the 1989 conference, the National Academy of
 Science's Institute of Medicine (IOM) published the most comprehensive
 and widely-cited statement of the emerging diseases worldview, Emerging
 Infections: Microbial Threats to Health in the United States [Lederberg, Shope
 & Oaks (1992)]. The IOM report was authored by a distinguished commit-
 tee of scholars in virology, microbiology and public health, co-chaired by
 Lederberg and Yale University epidemiologist Robert E. Shope. It argued
 that Americans were no longer insulated from the diseases that they
 assumed had been relegated to the developing world:

 As the human immunodeficiency virus (HIV) pandemic surely should
 have taught us, in the context of infectious diseases, there is nowhere in
 the world from which we are remote and no one from whom we are
 disconnected. Consequently, some infectious diseases that now affect
 people in other parts of the world represent potential threats to the United
 States because of global interdependence, modern transportation, trade,
 and changing social and cultural patterns. [Lederberg, Shope & Oaks
 (1992): v]

 Defining emerging diseases as 'clinically distinct conditions whose in-
 cidence in humans has increased' [ibid.: 34], the report noted that rates of
 infectious diseases worldwide were rising. New diseases were emerging
 into the human population, and old ones mutating into strains resistant to
 the drugs that had previously eliminated or contained them.
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 The report identified several factors responsible for disease emergence,
 a list which was in many ways a wholesale condemnation of the con-
 sequences of modernity. Demographic changes such as migration, urbani-
 zation and population growth created new breeding grounds for disease.

 Wars and economic crises produced immunologically vulnerable refugees.
 Human behaviours, including sexual activity, substance abuse and war, as

 well as changes to the natural environment resulting from dam building,

 deforestation and global warming, altered the vectors along which disease

 spread. The acceleration of international travel and commerce exposed
 new populations to diseases once thought to be contained in remote
 locations. Inadequate sanitation, immunization, and vector control allowed

 pathogens a new foothold, while their own evolutionary biology gave them
 the capacity to mutate into new forms and develop resistance to the drugs

 that once killed them [condensed from Lederberg, Shope & and Oaks

 (1992): 34-112; see also Morse (1993b)].

 To address this risk, the report recommended the expansion and

 financial support of public health infrastructure in four areas: epidemio-
 logical surveillance of outbreaks of infectious diseases and the emergence

 of antimicrobial resistance; training and basic research in molecular bi-

 ology and virology; public and private development of vaccines and ther-
 apeutic drugs; and the strengthening of and coordination between local,
 national and international public health institutions.

 The IOM report became the centrepiece of a major public health

 campaign.7 It was followed by similar reports from the NIC, CDC, and the
 Cabinet-level National Science and Technology Council [CDC (1994);

 CISET (1995)]. In 1995 alone, meetings of the New York Academy of
 Medicine and the 25th Anniversary Annual Meeting of the IOM were

 devoted to the topic; the CDC launched the online journal, Emerging

 Infectious Diseases; and the World Health Organization (WHO) established
 a Division of Emerging and Other Communicable Diseases Surveillance

 and Control, making prevention and control of emerging diseases a central

 part of its global strategy [WHO (1996); WHO (2000)]. The following
 year, at the behest of the editors of the Western Journal of Medicine, the
 Journal of the Norwzegian MedicalAssociation, and the Journal of the American
 MedicalAssociation (7AMA), 36 medical journals in 21 countries agreed to
 devote all or part of their issues to the problem of 'emerging and re-
 emerging infectious diseases'.8 In one of the lead editorials for this 'global
 theme issue' in JAMA, Lederberg captured the growing sense of alarm at
 the struggle between humans and their microbial adversaries:

 We come then to social intelligence as our remaining option to counter
 the evolutionary drives of the microbial world. That intelligence must
 include a profound respect for the ecological factors that enhance our
 vulnerability.... From this perspective, we have never been more vulner-
 able. [Lederberg (1996): 244]

 From the start, the emerging diseases campaign enjoyed close ties to
 the mass media. The original 1989 conference was covered by scientific
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 weeklies such as Bioscience, Medical World News, and Science News. It also
 attracted the attention of leading American science journalists, including
 The New York Times' Lawrence K. Altman, and Newsday's Laurie Garrett
 [Altman (1989); Garrett (1989)]. As the campaign gathered steam during
 the 1990s, it was aided by their coverage of international outbreaks of

 exotic infectious diseases, including Ebola haemorrhagic fever in Zaire,
 pneumonic plague in India, a new strain of avian influenza in Southeast

 Asia, Bovine Spongiform Encephalopathy (BSE) in Western Europe, and
 the West Nile Virus in the Northeastern United States.

 The contributions of Garrett and science journalist Richard Preston to
 the emerging diseases campaign were essential. In October 1992, Preston's
 New Yorker magazine article, 'Crisis in the Hot Zone' [Preston (1992)],
 introduced the American public to the Ebola virus, a previously obscure
 pathogen. In riveting prose, Preston described an outbreak of Ebola
 haemorrhagic fever among a shipment of laboratory monkeys at a primate
 quarantine unit maintained by Hazelton Research Products in late 1989.9
 Preston concluded his account by noting that the 1992 IOM report
 considered the Reston episode to be a 'classic example' of disease emer-

 gence [Preston (1992): 80].1? After detailing the report's recommenda-
 tions, Preston drew explicit connections between Ebola, HIV, and other
 emerging viruses. Interviewing Morse, Preston asked whether an emerging
 virus 'could wipe out our species'. Morse responded by speculating on the
 possibility of an aerosolized form of HIV causing a pandemic of a hybrid
 'AIDS-flu':

 The human population is genetically diverse, and I have a hard time
 imagining everyone getting wiped out by a virus.... But if one in three
 people on earth were killed - something like the Black Death in the
 Middle Ages - the breakdown of social organization could be just as
 deadly, almost a species-threatening event. [Preston (1992): 81]

 Between 1992 and 1993, while a fellow at the Harvard School of
 Public Health, former National Public Radio and Newsday correspondent,
 Laurie Garrett, was conducting basic research for a proposed book on
 emerging infectious diseases. Having previously covered the 1976 Swine
 Flu 'epidemic that never was', as well as the HIV/AIDS pandemic in Africa
 and the United States, Garrett had long been interested in the science and
 international politics of infectious disease [Kinsella (1989): 225-411.11 She
 was also familiar with the Ebola story, having covered possible bans on
 importation of research monkeys as a result of the Reston outbreak in early
 1990 [Garrett (1990a); Garrett (1990b)]. Upon learning that Preston had
 a contract with Random House, she accelerated work on her book so that it
 would be released simultaneously. This proved to be a wise decision. In
 1994, the publication of The Coming Plague: Newly Emerging Diseases in a
 World Out of Balance [Garrett (1994)] contemporaneously with Preston's
 The Hot Zone [Preston (1994)] gave it an improbably large audience. The
 two books were often reviewed together, with Garrett's receiving praise as
 the more substantial work.'2 Garrett and Preston ensured that emerging
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 diseases remained front-page news throughout the 1990s. In 1999, the

 American Scientist named Morse's Emerging Viruses and Preston's The Hot

 Zone as two of the '100 or so Books that Shaped a Century of Science'

 [Morrison & Morrison (1999)]. By any measure except its own expecta-

 tions, the emerging diseases worldview had effectively colonized the Amer-

 ican imagination of global infectious disease risk.

 Determining exactly how and why the emerging diseases worldview
 had such widespread appeal is beyond the scope of this paper, but one of

 the most prominent strategies employed by its backers was explicitly to

 associate infectious diseases with American economic and security inter-

 ests.'3 Doing so allowed campaigners to make a case for federal funding

 not only through traditional health institutions, but also to take advantage

 of 'trickle down' funding through the Defense Department. This was a

 shrewd political ploy in an era in which funding for public health had been

 slashed repeatedly. It also was a recognition that, for the moment, the most

 sophisticated laboratory and epidemiological surveillance apparatuses were

 housed in the Defense Department's overseas medical research labo-

 ratories [Lederberg, Shope & Oaks (1992): 148-51].

 By the latter half of the 1990s, national security experts had begun to

 respond positively to the campaign to convince them that infectious disease

 was, as the national intelligence estimate had termed it, a 'nontraditional

 threat' to American security and economic interests. Two of the most

 important and emblematic texts of that campaign were Laurie Garrett's

 1996 Foreign Affairs article, 'The Return of Infectious Disease' [Garrett
 (1996)], and a 1997 IOM report, America's Vital Interest in Global Health:

 Protecting Our People, Enhancing Our Economy, and Advancing Our National

 Interests [IOM (1997)]. Together, they established a template for linking

 humanitarian concern with enlightened self-interest.14
 America's Vital Interest in Global Health was authored by a group of

 distinguished representatives (three of whom, including the co-chair, were

 among the authors of the IOM report on emerging infections), from
 American universities, Federal agencies and non-governmental organiza-
 tions, and funded by the IOM, the Carnegie Corporation, the Rockefeller
 Foundation, and the National Institute for Environmental Health Scien-

 ces.'5 While following the previous IOM report's elucidation of the risk of
 emerging diseases closely, this report was notable for its invocation of
 global interconnectedness. It argued that since 'distinctions between do-
 mestic and international health problems are losing their usefulness and
 often are misleading', the American polity should be concerned with
 'global health', which it defined as 'health problems, issues, and concerns

 that transcend national boundaries, may be influenced by circumstances or
 experiences in other countries, and are best addressed by cooperative
 actions and solutions' [IOM (1997): 1, 11]. The report painted a compel-
 ling picture of global risk and response:

 As populations throughout the world live longer, there is an increasing
 trend toward global commonality of health concerns. This trend mirrors a
 growing demand for health and access to new interventions to prevent,
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 diagnose, and treat disease. The knowledge base required to meet these
 needs is not only of a technical kind, deriving from experiments of
 researchers, but must also draw from the experiences of governments in
 allocating resources effectively and efficiently to improve human
 health ... America has a vital interest and direct stake in the health of
 people around the globe, and ... this interest derives from both America's

 long and enduring tradition of humanitarian concern and compelling
 reasons of enlightened self-interest. Our considered involvement can serve
 to protect our citizens, enhance our economy, and advance US interests
 abroad ... America must engage in the fight for global health from its
 strongest basis: its pre-eminence in science and technology. US expertise
 in science and technology and its strength in biomedical, clinical, and
 health services research and development are the engine that has helped
 power many of the advances in human health and well-being of this
 century. [IOM (1997): v-vi]

 For the rest of this paper, I would like to draw some comparisons

 between the emerging diseases worldview, as represented by America's Vital
 Interest and selected other documents, and ideologies of international

 health during the colonial era. I should stress here that in making this
 comparison, I do not intend to establish clear dichotomies or rigid period-

 izations. Instead, I hope to map out some changes that characterize the last

 decade, and will likely play a role in the immediate future. I should also
 stress that these ideologies are neither uncontested nor infinitely nego-

 tiable. The emerging diseases worldview, like its colonial predecessors, is
 merely one local vision of international health emanating from the Eastern

 United States; in practice, it will likely be deconstructed, contested,
 negotiated and resisted in numerous settings. Nevertheless, for the time

 being, it has garnered an impressive array of adherents, and to date there
 have been few public critiques or contrary voices.'6 For these reasons I
 think it is useful to map out its contours, and to inquire into its relationship
 to the largely discredited discursive regime that came before it.

 Territories and Networks (1):

 Information

 Comparing the colonial rhetoric of public health with the emerging dis-
 eases worldview reveals a change in the way that Americans conceptualize
 space in international health. Historian Charles Maier has argued that the
 twentieth century was characterized by the 'emergence, ascendancy, and
 subsequent crisis' of 'territoriality', which he defines as

 ... a bounded geographical space that provides a basis for material
 resources, political power, and common allegiance ... [and] assures a
 stable sense of community only when 'identity space' - the unit that
 provides the geography of allegiance - is congruent with 'decision space' -
 the turf that seems to assure physical, economic, and cultural security.
 [Maier (2000): 816]

 Beginning in the 1860s, and facilitated by dramatic developments in
 transportation and communication, European political entities tried to
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 create administratively cohesive and geographically bounded regimes.

 Gripped by an 'episteme of separation', 'no culture obsessed more about
 borders than the one taking shape in the mid-nineteenth century, insisting

 on national, racial, gender, and class lines' [Maier (2000): 819]. This was

 true not only at home but also abroad: the colonial project was not only an

 attempt to establish a political network, but also to export a vision of

 bounded geographic space worldwide.

 Maier argues that this obsessive project, which was global in scope and

 fundamental to all of the political and economic transformations of the

 20th century, began to dissolve in the 1960s. This dissolution was driven

 by political events (most notably the American retreat from financing the

 Bretton Woods monetary regime, and the collapse of state socialism and

 planned economies) that rendered territorial cohesion unimaginable; and

 by technological developments (the replacement of industrial by informa-

 tion technologies) that rendered it irrelevant as a resource. The end result

 was that 'the major political division of our times [is] one that separates

 those who envisage their future prospects based in non-territorial markets

 or exchange of ideas from those who insist that territoriality can be

 reinvigorated once again as the basis for economic and political security'

 [Maier (2000): 824].

 One could scarcely find a better rendering of the twin impulses

 contained in the emerging diseases worldview, and of its continuities with

 and discontinuities from the regime of colonial public health. Colonial-era

 public health was similarly marked by an obsession with exporting the

 European ideology of territoriality, even if in practice this ideal was seldom

 achieved. Western medical theories identified particular places (under

 miasmatic theory) or populations (under germ theory) as sources or

 reservoirs of infection. Unhealthy (non-Western) places or populations

 posed a threat to healthy (Western) individuals when the borders between

 them were transgressed, either by colonials in foreign lands, or by im-

 migrants contaminating home countries. It relied on strategies of avoid-

 ance, segregation and establishment of sanitary cordons in order to pre-

 serve territorial boundaries, isolating populations from one another either
 through control of borders (to guard against immigrant carriers) or control

 of populations in colonized territories (to guard against the contamination

 of colonial interlopers) [Anderson (1995); Ileto (1988)]. Like their Euro-
 pean colleagues, American public health officials attempted to create what
 Warwick Anderson has called 'utopian medical micro-colonies' - isolated

 spaces in the colonial 'periphery' that mimicked the social and spatial
 relations at the metropolitan 'centre' [Anderson (2002)].

 The emerging diseases worldview, worried that 'centres' might be
 contaminated by 'peripheries', preserves this ideal of territoriality while
 simultaneously seizing on de-territorialization as a response. On the one

 hand, it recreates the representational strategies of 19th- and early 20th-
 century public health, identifying particular nations as threatening re-
 servoirs of infection. The NIC report, for example, identifies the 'growing
 ease and frequency of cross-border movements of people and produce' as
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 one of the crucial 'mechanisms of entry' of pathogens into the United
 States. It also preserves the ideal that, through strategies of separation and
 containment, the United States and its allies can be biomedically insulated
 from those countries - the postcolonial economic periphery of 'developing
 nations' - identified as the source of potential and actual global pandemics

 such as HIV/AIDS, tuberculosis, West Nile Virus, Ebola and dengue [Noah
 & Fidas (2000): n.p.]. The obsession with boundaries - between races,
 between classes, and between nation-states - persists, as does the origin
 narrative that locates the ultimate source, or 'reservoir', of disease in other
 nations. This was illustrated during the 1990s by American fascination

 with two pathogens named after the African regions in which they were
 first discovered, the Ebola and West Nile viruses, despite relatively few
 cases in the United States. 17

 Alongside this pre-occupation with boundaries is a second set of
 anxieties and solutions, envisioning a world in which the security of
 territorial borders has faded, to be replaced by one in which vast networks
 are not only conduits of infection but also prophylactic tools. The emerging
 diseases worldview identifies globalization as an irrepressible source of
 geographic transgression, rendering the ideal of territoriality moot. As
 Garrett notes in her Foreign Affairs article, 'geographic sequestration was
 crucial in all postwar health planning, but diseases can no longer be
 expected to remain in their country or region of origin' [Garrett (1996):
 69]. Recognizing that physical sanitary cordons are impossible in a puta-
 tively borderless world, the emerging diseases worldview idealizes 'in-
 formational cordons', which would identify and manage risks before they
 become epidemics that threaten American citizens and interests. The 2001
 CDC report thus argues that 'increased international engagement has
 stimulated CDC to rethink its infectious disease priorities, keeping in mind
 that it is far more effective to help other countries control or prevent
 dangerous diseases at their source than try to prevent their importation'
 [CDC (2001): 5; see also WHO (2000): 3].

 Replacing the utopian medical micro-colony is an ideal of a utopian
 biomedical macro-colony, in which global surveillance networks allow risks
 to be identified and managed quickly and efficiently. While colonial anxiety
 revolved around fears of contamination as certain (white, European, male)
 bodies moved into vulnerable places and faced novel contaminating envir-
 onments and (non-white, non-European, female) peoples, postcolonial
 anxiety revolves around the contamination of space itself by mobile bodies
 and motile environments. This is not the horror of matter (or bodies) out
 of place, which presupposed the identification of a place for matter;
 instead, it is the horror of places no longer mattering, of a 'third-worlding'
 at home.'8 As the CDC's 2001 report, Protecting the Nation's Health in an
 Era of Globalization puts it, the appearance of dengue in Texas and malaria
 in New York during the late 1990s illustrated American vulnerability to
 diseases of the poor, but also 'reminds us that millions of people live in
 tropical areas where mosquitoborne [sic] diseases like malaria and dengue
 are a fact of everyday life' [CDC (2001): 1 1].
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 America's Vital Interest identifies several areas in which American scien-
 tific expertise could be deployed in the service of international health:

 surveillance and information management, biomedical and biotechno-

 logical research, and the development and dissemination of pharmaceut-

 ical products. Central to each of these projects is the use of American

 technoscience in the establishment of global networks of information and

 exchange. 'International' projects, conducted through treaties between and

 cooperation among sovereign states, would be replaced by 'global' projects,
 conducted by coalitions of public, private and non-governmental organiza-

 tions. These coalitions would erect vast communications networks in which

 epidemiological information could be gathered, standardized, manipu-
 lated, interpreted, managed and archived.

 America's Vital Interest also identifies the production of verifiable in-

 formation regarding disease outbreaks as a fundamental prerequisite to the
 attainment of global health. To this end, the report recommends the
 institution of a global surveillance network to detect, track and intervene

 against outbreaks of disease around the world. This network would allow
 for the rapid identification of local outbreaks of disease, ensuring that no
 incursion of microbes into the human population would go unnoticed.

 This would provide the basis for the rapid deployment of flexible teams of
 biomedical experts from American institutions - including the Centers for
 Disease Control and Prevention (CDC), N4ational Institutes of Health
 (NIH), and the US military - who would be available to provide diagnoses,
 treat patients, and assist in measures to contain and prevent the spread of
 the disease. In addition, clinical materials could be collected on site and

 rapidly circulated among experts in the public and private sectors, in order

 to characterize the specific pathogens and develop diagnostic and ther-

 apeutic tools to combat them. The report notes that, since the information
 technology necessary to implement a global surveillance network is both

 complex and expensive,

 ... a special challenge is how to help developing countries to advance
 their capacities in fields of information and communications. The United
 States, particularly the corporate sector, has much to offer in this enter-
 prise. To foster such involvement, the US government, along with its
 counterparts throughout the world, must ensure that the regulatory,
 legislative, and market conditions necessary to attract private investment
 in telecommunications, information technology, and information services
 are in place. [IOM (1997): 31]

 Information management would not be limited to the identification of
 specific disease outbreaks. As the IOM report notes, the development of
 effective vaccines and therapeutics depends upon efficiently and com-
 prehensively gathering and managing data from clinical trials. Thus, it is
 essential that sites in which knowledge is produced be multiplied globally,
 and conduits for the transmission of that knowledge from the developing
 world (which was assumed to be the location in which most such outbreaks
 would occur) to the developed world be opened and maintained:
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 Medical research into the control of infectious diseases is often not
 possible without collaboration between nations. Many potentially threat-
 ening diseases, such as malaria and cholera, must be studied abroad
 among populations in which the diseases are common. In the United
 States, trials of vaccines and drugs against such diseases would not be
 statistically feasible, even though US citizens have much to gain from
 resulting products. Tests of new drugs and vaccines can also be under-
 taken most cost-effectively in populations in which disease rates are
 high ... in order to maintain the necessary flow of knowledge to prevent
 diseases and save money, the USA must continue to invest in research
 collaboration with its partners abroad. [IOM (1997): 32]

 In the emerging diseases worldview, American institutions would be
 both the natural leaders and the most prominent beneficiaries of the

 creation of a global surveillance network.19 Thus the CDC plan - which,
 citing America's Vital Interest, argues that 'promoting international coopera-
 tion to address emerging infectious diseases is a natural role for the United
 States, whose scientists and business leaders are important members of the

 biomedical research and telecommunications communities that provide
 the technical and scientific underpinning for infectious disease surveillance

 and control' [CDC (2001): 16] - identifies the improvement of laboratory
 diagnostic facilities and surveillance networks as its first two priority areas.
 Its stated objective is to replace ad-hoc outbreak investigation with a
 formal, standardized virtual network of data collection and analysis. The
 CDC would be the source of the technology, standards and expertise,
 creating the computer models and risk-analysis software, furnishing re-
 gional laboratories with 'state of the art' diagnostics, and training foreign
 personnel through a series of International Emerging Infections Pro-
 grammes in developing nations. In return, American researchers would
 gather information from abroad not only on nascent epidemics, but also
 more broadly on the natural history of infectious disease.

 In the postcolonial vision of global health, then, risks could no longer
 be prevented through the preservation of territoriality. Instead, they could
 be managed in the de-territorialized networks in which information is
 collected, managed, assembled and disseminated. The familiar techniques
 of medical observation are multiplied globally, and the monitoring of
 individual bodies in specific places augmented (and perhaps replaced?) by
 the surveillance of the global population in the de-territorialized space of
 informatics, telemedicine, databases and the internet.

 To be sure, information management in public health is hardly a novel
 phenomenon, as targeted surveillance of specific populations and collec-
 tion of epidemiological information have long been important aspects of
 public health practice [Coleman (1987)]. In an earlier era, information
 collection was a reactive and specific measure, carried out in response to
 specific outbreaks or targeted at particular populations, especially the
 urban poor. In the emerging diseases worldview, surveillance is expanded
 from specific local activities of set duration into an unlimited, unending,
 examination of the global population, whose goal is the detection of
 abnormal distributions of epidemics of infectious disease before they
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 become publicly visible outbreaks.20 In contrast to the panoptic institu-
 tional surveillance of a single prison or the clinic, which is easily identified

 as coercive or violent, this surveillance is imagined to be everywhere, at all

 times, producing data available to everyone: a global clinic.

 Territories and Networks (2):

 Exchange

 In the emerging diseases worldview, the production and management of

 information would be complemented by a global system that ensured the

 efficient production, distribution and consumption of biomedical prod-

 ucts, particularly vaccines and other pharmaceuticals. International con-

 trol of infectious diseases had traditionally focused on vector control - that

 is, intervening in the transmission of pathogens between humans and non-

 humans. While this is still a part of the emerging diseases worldview, it is

 overshadowed by the assumption that, in the future, 'control' of infectious
 disease will be achieved through worldwide consumption of biomedical

 technology.

 America's Vital Interest portrays the protection of global health as

 synonymous with American economic growth, but identifies several ob-
 stacles to the smooth functioning of the global business of biomedicine.

 Because of staggering global inequities in the ability to invest and engage in
 their production, 'for the foreseeable future, the introduction of new drugs
 and vaccines in developing countries will be dependent on the pharma-

 ceutical and vaccine industries in the United States and other industrial

 countries' [IOM (1997): 36]. The international market for pharmaceut-
 icals is bifurcated, with multinational pharmaceutical companies and in-

 dustrial producers in the USA and Europe (which produces 75 percent of

 all drugs exported to developing nations) required 'to pursue growth in
 emerging markets as aggressively as possible' [ibid.: 36]. However, these
 companies have few incentives to develop commodities for markets whose
 relative purchasing power in the global economy is negligible. They are also
 faced with uneven regulation and adherence to international conventions
 regarding intellectual property rights and piracy.

 For these reasons, global health is dependent upon the ability 'to make
 it economically feasible for the best of American science, technology, and
 industry to address major global health problems and enable US industry
 to profit, rather than suffer losses, by that engagement' [IOM (1997):
 36].21 The IOM report recommends several strategies. The institution of
 multi-tiered pricing schemes would allow poor countries to purchase
 vaccines at close to marginal production costs, while simultaneously en-
 abling manufacturers to exploit economies of scale. The acceleration of
 international synchronization of regulatory standards regarding safety,
 quality control, intellectual property and piracy would assure pharmaceut-
 ical manufacturers of well-ordered markets for their products - and would
 forestall growing controversies over intellectual property rights and the
 production of generic drugs by non-Western nations [Noah & Fidas
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 (2000): n.p.]. Finally, the education and training of health professionals
 from developing nations in the methods of Western biomedical science
 'would provide opportunities for US medical products and technologies to
 enter the overseas markets' [IOM (1997): 45].

 The integration of global public health with the international pharma-
 ceutical industry illustrates a second way in which the idealized rhetoric of
 the network - in this case, global networks of commodity exchange - is a
 central component of the emerging diseases worldview. In this view, health
 interventions take place in those real and virtual places where medical
 goods and services are exchanged between individuals, groups, institutions
 and organizations. Such places include the sites where drugs and other
 medical technologies are bought and sold, either individually or in bulk
 form; the virtual sites of international markets, where resources are in-
 vested, prices negotiated and determined, and futures traded; and the
 global media, where human suffering is transformed into and exchanged as
 a commodity.

 It is instructive to look at one graphic representation of the space
 envisioned in this imaginary. Figure 1, reproduced from the IOM report
 Orphans and Incentives [Harrison & Lederberg (1997): 12], illustrates a
 market segmentation strategy initiated by the Children's Vaccine Initiative
 (CVI) to encourage the development of new pharmaceutical products to
 address infectious diseases in developing nations.22 While the 1980s wit-
 nessed an explosion in vaccine research and development, driven in part by
 revolutions in the molecular sciences and biotechnology, the target markets
 for these products were limited primarily to the industrialized nations of
 North America and Western Europe. As this report notes, two of the most
 significant disincentives to pharmaceutical development concern the irreg-
 ularity and unpredictability of the market for vaccines and therapeutics.
 Demand for pharmaceutical products is notoriously unpredictable, espe-
 cially with regard to epidemic diseases. Because of the lengthy time and
 expense involved, manufacturers are loath to invest in development of a
 product whose demand cannot be assured.23 In addition, even if a reason-
 ably large market in terms of population can be assured (as, for example, it
 can be for diseases such as malaria and tuberculosis), those most likely to
 suffer from infectious diseases tend to have little social or economic capital,
 and thus form an unappealing customer base.

 To address these issues - or, as the IOM report puts it, 'to bolster the
 competitiveness of such public health products in industrial portfolios' -
 the CVI adopted several strategies [Harrison & Lederberg (1997): 2].
 Along with using management consultants to analyse the relevant markets
 and working towards the protection of intellectual property and patent
 rights, they devised a plan to ensure that the global marketplace for
 particular medical products would be stable and attractive. As the IOM
 report noted, this consisted of 'early interventions to make a given market
 more attractive to investment, in effect creating that market by limiting
 demand uncertainties and generating appealing economies of scale' [ibid.:
 35]. Under this strategy, countries are grouped according to ability to pay
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 for pharmaceutical products - in this case, vaccines whose demand fluc-

 tuates between different geographic regions. Each group is then charged a
 different rate for pharmaceutical products, in order to efficiently share the
 risks and benefits of the unpredictable vaccine market.

 The ideology of colonial public health was characterized in part by its
 preoccupation with the transmission of medical knowledge between na-

 tion-states. Initially, historians of colonial medicine examined the multiple
 ways in which Western medical theories and public health practices func-

 tioned in a colonial context as 'tools of empire' with which to subjugate
 local populations. Others have studied the modes in which Western bio-
 medicine was reconfigured or resisted in colonial contexts. More recently,

 some have begun to question the veracity of analyses that rely upon a
 model in which knowledge is diffused from a (Western) 'centre' to a (non-
 Western) 'periphery' .24

 The emerging diseases worldview differs from the colonial in that it is
 relatively unconcerned with the diffusion of knowledge from centre to

 periphery, and rather more concerned with efficiently managing the global
 circulation of medical products. Figure 1 presents a world marked less by
 the geography of place, than by the integration of locations into a global
 marketplace: not just a global clinic, but a global HMO.

 Connections between commodity exchange and international health
 are by no means historically novel. However, the emerging diseases world-

 view's emphasis on innovative production, efficient distribution, and global
 consumption of pharmaceuticals is significant as a distinctively colonial
 operation. Partaking in a sustained American faith in technological fixes -
 and in contrast to the rhetoric of previous 'global' health strategies such as
 the famous (if ineffectual) Alma-Ata declaration of 1978 - it forecloses the
 consideration of social or structural remedies to international health prob-
 lems.25 Instead, it establishes a framework in which participation in global
 public health is conducted upon a terrain already colonized by market
 relations and the logic of exchange.26

 In the emerging diseases worldview, participation in the global ex-
 change of medical commodities is incumbent upon adherence to inter-
 national standards regarding regulation, pricing, piracy and intellectual
 property. While the specific content of these standards might generate
 controversy - as it has in recent controversies over pricing of HIV/AIDS
 drugs and production of generics in South Africa, India and Brazil - the
 prerequisite of standardization is already mapped out ahead of time. Where
 colonialists anticipated eventual victory in the international conflict
 between competing medical systems, the emerging diseases worldview
 idealizes a smooth terrain of global capitalist exchange.27

 From 'Civilizing Mission' to International Development

 This idealization of exchange networks is part of a larger discourse on the
 integration of developing nations into world markets. It also provides a
 final point of comparison regarding discourses of humanitarianism in
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 colonialist ideology and the emerging diseases worldview. Scholarly analy-

 ses of public health in colonial contexts have for the most part focused on

 the encounter between cultures with different medical epistemologies or

 health belief systems. European and American colonialists imagined them-

 selves to be part of a great struggle between rational Western biomedicine

 and primitive traditional therapeutics. In their imaginary, colonial public

 health was part of a larger 'civilizing mission', in which modern medical

 science would drive out primitive traditional therapeutics, freeing back-

 ward societies from the grip of irrationality and legitimating colonialism as

 an ultimately humanitarian project.

 Revisionist work in the history of colonial medicine has modified this

 narrative. First, it has critiqued this ideology of colonial healing by expos-

 ing the violence at the heart of the 'civilizing mission', arguing that this

 putatively humanitarian enlightenment involved an oppressive and often

 brutal erasure of indigenous healing practices in an attempt to discipline

 local populations. Second, it has critiqued the binary logic in which an

 internally consistent 'Western medicine' confronts a homogenous set of

 'traditional' beliefs and practices, preferring instead to investigate the co-

 production of medicine and colonialism [Anderson (1998)].28 Finally,

 recent work has identified colonial public health as the site of a compli-

 cated negotiation, often resulting in a novel hybrid of different medical

 theories and practices [Lyons (1992); Cunningham & Andrews (1997)].

 What these analyses share in common is the assumption that the

 colonial situation is above all a scene of combat and negotiation between

 actors with incommensurable epistemological differences. Whatever one's
 view of the authenticity or consistency of the 'civilizing mission', there

 seems to be broad agreement that the colonial situation was most pro-

 foundly marked by the encounter between different cultures with different
 medical theories, practices and belief systems.

 By contrast, the emerging diseases worldview envisions a situation

 marked not so much by conflicts over or negotiations between incommens-

 urably different epistemologies or belief systems, but rather by more
 mundane disagreements over the relative place of stakeholders in global

 exchange networks. The ideology of the civilizing mission is being replaced
 by one of international development; the goal is no longer to bring modern
 Western medicine to primitive cultures, but rather to furnish them with
 Western medical technologies in an effort to foster the integration of
 underdeveloped nations into the world capitalist economy [Anderson
 (2000): 235].

 The emerging diseases worldview shares much in common with the
 broader discourse of international development that emerged in the post-
 World War II period. Both emphasize the need for training a professional
 class in Western disciplines - epidemiology and laboratory science in the
 former, economics in the latter - in order to produce knowledge about the
 developing world and serve as the basis for humanitarian interventions.
 Both consider the modernization and integration of non-Westerners into
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 the world economy to be the most efficient vehicle for improvements in
 quality of life [Escobar (1988): 430-32].

 Ironically, this worldview has been promoted as a corrective to the

 causal logic favoured by the Bretton Woods institutions during the Cold
 War. International development organizations have long assumed that
 improved health naturally follows economic modernization, and have thus

 prioritized investment in industrial and agricultural production [Garrett
 (1996): 69-71]. However, in its 1993 World Development Report, the
 World Bank argued that 'spending on health can be justified on purely
 economic grounds'. Identifying poor health as an obstacle to economic

 development, it recommended three strategies to simultaneously produce
 better health and economic development: implementing policies that en-
 courage income gains among the poor, including expanded investment in

 education; redirection of government spending from specialized clinical
 care to basic public health activities such as immunization, nutrition and
 control of infectious diseases; and promoting cost-effective provision of
 care and competition among health service providers [World Bank (1993):
 17].

 Citing the growing 'financial and intellectual' influence of the World
 Bank (whose 1996 loans for health were twice as large as WHO's total
 budget for that year), America's Vital Interest similarly identifies poor health
 with economic underdevelopment, political instability and global insecur-
 ity [IOM (1997): 42-43]. Other reports cite a 'negative synergy' between
 health and development, in which infectious diseases contribute to labour
 shortages, absenteeism, trade disruptions, reduced GNP, and the redirec-
 tion of resources from spending on education, infrastructure and other
 social programmes, leading eventually to political and economic instability
 [Noah & Fidas (2000); Moodie & Taylor (2000)].

 Western investment in global health is thus justified by the need to
 foster continued economic development and modernization. In the context
 of globalization, these concerns are smoothly interwoven with American
 economic interests and national security. One report commissioned by the
 Council on Foreign Relations and Milbank Memorial Fund argued that
 'defensive imperialism' is necessary because 'in an increasingly interde-
 pendent global economy, there is the potential for damage or stagnation to
 US economic interests where ill health and other falling social indicators
 condemn a country or region to the "poverty trap" of high fertility and
 high mortality' [Kassalow (2001): n.p].

 To be sure, this emphasis on development is hardly novel, and in-
 dicates the persistence of a colonial 'transition narrative' whose assumed
 end-point is the modernization of non-Western states [Chakrabarty
 (1992): 4-8]. Yet the absence of questions of culture and health belief
 systems is striking. The emerging diseases worldview is silent in these
 matters, assuming that the conflict between 'Western' and 'traditional'
 health systems is either over (with the former as victor), or is wholly
 irrelevant to the project of global public health.
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 Conclusion: Conversion and Integration

 Let me again stress that my reason for sketching out this particular

 postcolonial vision is not to suggest that colonial agendas, strategies or

 practices are dead.29 Colonial and postcolonial ideologies are coincident

 and deeply entangled. My goal is instead to suggest that the objects of

 postcolonial criticism - most notably the obsessive binarization of colonial

 logic - are being joined, and perhaps superseded, by a form of power that

 is pluralist in its rhetoric, integrative in its ambitions, and just as easily

 interwoven with the concerns of American national security and global

 economic dominance [Hardt & Negri (2000): 137-46].3?

 Colonialism's goal is conversion: of indigenous medical belief systems

 and practices into biomedical science, and more generally of 'primitive'

 into 'modern' ways of knowing and doing. The postcolonial agenda has

 integration as its goal and its dominant metaphor. The universality of

 biomedical ways of knowing and doing is taken for granted, and achieving

 'global health' depends upon integrating localities into global networks of

 commodity and information exchange. Local populations present ob-

 stacles not because of incommensurate belief systems or cultural differ-

 ences, but because of incomplete integration into the modern projects of

 total surveillance and seamless exchange.

 The language of integration, networks and exchange is attractive,

 particularly in the context of an ideology that places such importance on

 international development, because it seems far more egalitarian than that

 of conversion. In fact, the projects of conversion and integration are
 mutually reinforcing. Information and commodity-exchange networks are

 a means by which conversion is achieved in practice, almost as a by-

 product. In the logic of networking, it is not necessary to effect, by violence

 or by argument, the transformation of another's culture or worldview. It is
 necessary only to enlist them in a series of specific exchanges: produce

 these data, learn these skills, consume these drugs. Each exchange is small,

 but serves as a means of enlistment into larger networks, and ultimately

 into a universalizing project [Latour (1993)]. Moreover, as Saskia Sassen

 (1991) has shown, networks are fundamentally inegalitarian arenas: some

 nodes are more important or central than others, and some local points

 benefit more from their operation than do others.
 The network ideal also appears to circumvent criticisms of Western

 medical parochialism. Anderson [(1998): 523] has disapprovingly noted

 that current scholarship represents not a postcolonial history of medicine,
 but 'a disciplinary enclave of implicitly nationalist historians of medi-

 cine ... [who] are more likely to ask what is distinctive about Western
 medicine in a particular colonial, or protonational, setting than to look for
 what is colonial about Western medicine in any setting'. Eschewing ques-

 tions of whether particular medical theories or practices are 'Western' or
 not, the emerging diseases worldview appears to sever the ties between

 'Western medicine' and colonialism. What is 'colonial' about the emerging
 diseases worldview is not (or is not any longer) its distinctive epistemology,
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 but rather its alliance with the networking impulse of Western modernity

 [Giddens (1990)]. This postcolonial imaginary is characterized not so

 much by the overt export of medical theories (though this does doubtlessly

 occur as a matter of course), but rather by the integration of localities into

 the global circulation of information and commodities.

 If, as I have argued, expressions of power in the postcolonial era are

 both continuous and discontinuous with those in the colonial era, this

 raises a question for the anthropology of resistance. If the emerging

 diseases worldview has set up particular agents and agencies - the provider

 of information, the consumer of pharmaceutical products, the healthy,

 modern, productive participant in the globalized economy - then what

 forms might resistance to these agents and agencies take? Recent studies of

 colonial-era medicine and public health have reviewed the varied forms

 that resistance to religious and epistemological conversion has taken.

 Henceforth, we might be attuned to the forms of resistance available under

 a different mode of colonization: not the singular conversion of souls or
 ideals, but the unremitting conversion of universal exchange.

 Notes

 The author would like to thank members of the Harvard University History of Medicine

 Working Group, Warwick Anderson, three anonymous referees, and the Editors of this
 special issue for their help.

 1. This (unpaginated) report, issued as a National Intelligence Estimate, was

 commissioned by the US Department of State and National Security Council, and
 prepared by Lt Col Don Noah of the Armed Forces Medical Intelligence Center and

 George Fidas of the National Intelligence Council. On the Clinton announcement, see
 Gellman (2000).

 2. Throughout this paper, I use the hyphenated version of the term 'postcolonial' to

 signify a particular periodization (after the retreat of the colonial geopolitical order),
 and to distinguish it from that body of theoretical literature that falls under the rubric

 of 'postcolonial theory' or 'postcolonial criticism'. I do not wish to claim that we are
 'postcolonial' in the terms that these theorists understand, but to make rather more

 prosaic observations regarding the ideology of international health in the aftermath of
 the demise of the colonial order. For the relationship between globalization and the
 postcolonial, see: During (1998); Moore-Gilbert (1998); and Dirlik (1994).

 3. But also note that valuation of unfettered free markets could also present an obstacle to
 public health measures [Porter (1994a): 5-8].

 4. Notable exceptions to this futility were the use of quinine prophylaxis and vaccination
 for smallpox.

 5. The conference, 'Emerging Viruses: The Evolution of Viruses and Viral Disease', was

 held under the auspices of the NIH's Fogarty International Center and the Division of
 Microbiology and Infectious Diseases of the National Institute of Allergy and Infectious
 Diseases. Details can be found in Henig (1993): 12-20; Garrett (1994): 5-6; and
 Morse (1993a).

 6. This universalizing tendency was established by some of Morse's earliest publications

 on the matter, in which he outlined the general evolutionary biology and epidemiology
 of viruses, which he termed 'rules of viral traffic' [Morse (1990); Morse (1991)]. It was
 established figuratively by popularizers of the worldview such as Laurie Garrett and
 Richard Preston, each of whose work featured extended metaphors of comparing global
 ecology to an individual organism's immune system [Garrett (1994); Preston (1994)].
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 7. In an interview published in April 2001, James Hughes, Director of the CDC's

 National Center for Infectious Diseases (NCID), stated that the 'classic' IOM report

 had 'helped shape the first CDC emerging infections plan': McCarthy (2001).

 8. A list of the participating journals and their countries of origin can be found on page

 246 of the 17 January 1996 issue of the J'ournal of the American Medical Association.

 9. Four humans developed antibodies to the virus but did not present any symptoms of

 Ebola haemorrhagic fever: Preston (1992).

 10. In his foreword to Morse's edited collection [Morse (1993c)], Richard M. Krause

 [(1993): xviii] invokes Ebola alongside Swine Flu as localized outbreaks that failed to

 spread globally.

 11. Background information on Garrett can be found in Kinsella (1989). Kinsella,

 otherwise ferociously critical of media coverage of HIV/AIDS, singles out Garrett's

 'extraordinary reporting on AIDS in America's own third world' as 'a model of how a

 journalist can be touched by a story, yet maintain enough distance to be able to tell it'

 [ibid.: 6].

 12. Stephen Morse's review of the two books in Public Health Reports criticized Preston's

 work for being 'written like a movie script with overly dramatic, if not somewhat

 inaccurate, descriptions of how people die of Ebola virus infection', and identified

 Garrett's as the 'deeper and more substantive discussion' [Morse (1995)].

 13. The emerging diseases worldview is examined more comprehensively in my doctoral

 dissertation: King (2001).

 14. Other reports citing and reiterating the recommendations of America's Vital Interest

 include Noah & Fidas (2000), CDC & ATSDR (2000), CDC (2001), and Moodie &

 Taylor (2000).

 15. I thank Arthur Kleinman for directing me to this report.

 16. Among the minority of critical voices engaging in the public conversation regarding

 emerging diseases, see: King (2001); Farmer (1999): 37-58; and Tomes (2000).

 17. There have to date been no reported symptomatic cases of Ebola haemorrhagic fever

 among humans in the United States. A 1989 outbreak at a primate quarantine unit in

 Reston, Virginia, resulted in four subclinical infections. Between 1999 and 2001, there

 were 149 confirmed cases of West Nile virus human illness in the United States,

 including 18 deaths. During 2002, the virus appeared to have spread to a number of

 new areas, and the number of cases jumped. As this paper was submitted, the CDC

 reported 1852 confirmed cases and 89 deaths in 32 states and the District of

 Columbia. Data available at: http:llwww.cdc.govlncidodldvbidlwestnilelindex.htm

 18. Mary Douglas' analysis is still pertinent, even if the object of horror is undergoing a

 process of reconfiguration: see Douglas (1994 [1966]).

 19. As one (unpaginated) study commissioned by the Council on Foreign Relations noted,
 "world health improvements strengthen the global system, and this in turn benefits the

 United States as the dominant power and main supporter of that system': Kassalow

 (2001): n.p.

 20. For more on the centrality of surveillance in modern biomedicine, see Armstrong

 (1995). On surveillance more generally, see Lyon (1994) and Bogard (1996).

 21. As another report [Moodie & Taylor (2000): 54-55] argued:

 Pharmaceutical companies cannot be blamed for their current priorities.

 They do what businesses tend to do - responding to the market. ... The
 legitimate interests of the corporate community must be sustained while the
 health challenges in poor and potentially unstable countries are addressed

 more effectively ... there is more than enough creativity to bridge the needs

 of the poor, the requirements of corporate actors, and opportunities created
 by the scientific community.

 22. This IOM report, Orphans and Incentives [Harrison & Lederberg (1997)], is the first in
 a series of reports on workshops conducted by the IOM's Forum on Emerging
 Infections, and outlines the major issues facing attempts at collaboration between the
 public and private sectors. The participants in this particular workshop included

 r ntativ frnm American aca-dmic instituitons (6) variniis hranche of the UTS
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 Federal Government (5), local US health departments (2), American and European

 pharmaceutical companies (9), and the Pharmaceutical Research and Manufacturers of

 America (PhRMA).

 23. According to one 1996 estimate, development of a single new drug required an average

 of 15 years and $359-500 million [Harrison & Lederberg (1997): 24-25].

 24. For an excellent early version of a study that illustrates the complex nature of the

 relationship between biomedical and 'traditional' healing systems, see Janzen (1978).

 25. Meeting in Alma-Ata in 1978, the WHO called for 'the attainment by all peoples of the

 world by the year 2000 of a level of health that will permit them to lead a socially and

 economically productive life', via social equity and the universal provision of basic

 health services. The full text of the Declaration is available at http://www.who.intlhprl
 archiveldocslalmaata. html

 26. In a discussion of commoditization as a universalizing process, Igor Kopytoff argues

 that there is 'a drive inherent in every exchange system toward optimum

 commoditization - the drive to extend the fundamentally seductive idea of exchange to

 as many items as the existing exchange technology will allow' [Kopytoff (1986): 72].

 27. As Simon During has suggested, globalization and postcolonialism are distinguished by

 the differing emphases on time and space: the former stresses 'de-historicization', in
 which metanarratives are rejected in favour of 'non-modern' relations to the past and
 future; while the latter emphasizes 'de-territorialization', in which geographical

 determinism is rejected in favour of an analysis of the fragmented but unified world

 system of exchanges. Focusing on the latter thus allows us to look at spaces of

 exchange rather than contests over temporality - to analyse less in terms of 'how some

 have been granted [or, we might add, rejected] full access to modernity and others (the

 poorest and least powerful) have been "othered" and primitivized than in terms of how
 distance has been reduced to form a global system with a shared economy, a shared set

 of technologies and an increasingly fluid, accessible and exchangeable repertoire of
 cultural modes' [During (1998): 37].

 28. This is part of a larger debate on the utility of binary oppositions and grand narratives

 within postcolonial theory discussed most clearly in Hall (1996).

 29. In this respect, I agree with Warwick Anderson's plea that 'we need to recognize that

 the basic language of Western medicine, with its claims to universalism and modernity,
 has always used, as it still does, the vocabulary of empire' [Anderson (1998): 529].

 30. As one report succinctly argued, 'world health improvements strengthen the global

 system, and this in turn benefits the United States as the dominant power and main

 supporter of that system' [Kassalow (2001): n.p.].
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